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Given a convex polygon P and an environment consisting of polygonal obstacles, we find the placement for the largest similar copy of P that does not intersect any of the obstacles. Allowing translation, rotation, and change-of-size, our method combines a new notion of Delaunay triangulation for points and edges with the well-known functions based on Davenport-Schinzel sequences, producing an almost quadratic algorithm for the problem. Namely, if P is a convex k-gon and if Q has n corners and edges then we can find the placement of the largest similar copy of P in the environment W in time 0(k4nl,(n)logn), where A, is one of the almost-linear functions related to Davenport-Schinzel sequences. Based on our complexity analysis of the placement problem, we develop a high-clearance motion planning technique for a convex polygonal object moving among polygonal obstacles in the plane, allowing both rotation and translation (general motion). Given a k-sided convex polygonal object P, a set of polygonal obstacles with n corners and edges, and given initial and final positions for P, the time needed to determine a high-clearance, obstacle-avoiding path for
Introduction
Consider a k-sided convex polygonal object P and an environment consisting of a polygonal set Q with n corners and sides in the plane. The problems that we address are the following.
The placement problem: Find the largest similar copy of P that can be placed into environment Q without intersection.
The motion planning problem: Given initial and final positions for P in Q, determine a path from the initial to the final position that stays 'as far as possible' from boundaries of Q.
Below we discuss each of the problems separately, surveying previous results. We then note the correspondence between the two problems and their various solutions.
The placement problem
Given a pattern and a piece of material containing faults, the goal is to cut out a piece, geometrically similar to the pattern, that does not contain any of the faults. For instance, we might wish to cut the largest possible square from a piece of sheet metal that has some small holes in it. We show that if the pattern is a convex k-gon and if the faults can be represented by polygonal boundaries with n corners and sides, then such a problem can be solved in time 0(k4nh,(n)logn), where A, is one of the almost-linear functions related to Davenport-Schinzel
sequences, (&(u) = O( u . a(u))
[14] where a(u) is the inverse Ackermann function).
If k is bounded by a constant then the complexity of our algorithm is almost quadratic in ~1. An easy example (see Fig. 1 ) shows that there can be S2(n2) combinatorially different placements of a polygon among II point obstacles.
A number of authors have studied related placement problems using various assumptions about the object to be placed, the motions allowed, and the environment within which the object is to be placed. We describe some of these results in the following paragraphs.
Assume P is a k-gon that we wish to place in a polygonal environment Q of size n. A number of papers ([20, 7, 11 ) allow P to both translate and rotate. In [20] the polygon containment problem is solved in time O(kn&(kn)log kn) where P is convex and Q is a closed, not necessarily simply connected, polygonal region of n edges and corners. Chazelle [7] studied the problem for the case where P and Q are arbitrary simple polygons and showed that the naive algorithm takes time O(k"n"(k + n)log(k + n)). A more restricted case of the polygon containment problem, in which both P and Q are convex was also studied by Chazelle, who solved this case in time 0(kn2).
Avnaim and Boissonnat
[l] present an algorithm where both P and Q are nonconvex, possibly-not-connected polygons that runs in time O(k"n"log kn) and is optimal in the worst case.
A different version of the polygon containment problem was studied by Fortune [ll] , (cf. also [18, 6] ): find the largest homothetic copy of P inside Q. In other words, translation and change-of-size are allowed, but rotation is not. This problem is solved for a convex polygon P and an arbitrary polygonal region Q (Q's boundary consists of convex polygons in [18] ) in time O(kn log kn) by constructing a generalized Voronoi diagram of Q under a convex distance function induced by P.
In this paper, we allow P to translate, rotate, and change-in-size, thus solving the most general motion problem.
Our polygon P is a convex k-gon and Q is an arbitrary polygonal environment consisting of n corners and sides. The problem is that of finding the largest similar copy of P that can be placed in Q. We solve it in time 0(k4nA.,(n)log n). Recently, Toledo [24] has used Megiddo's parametric search technique to solve the same placement problem in time 0(k2nA,(kn)log" kn log log kn).
The motion planning problem
Assume that P is a convex polygonal robot, within a polygonal environment Q in the plane. We wish to move P within Q from some given initial position to a given destination. We allow P to translate and rotate (general motion), and we would like P to remain 'as far as possible' from the boundaries of Q throughout its motion. We call this a high-clearance motion. We use a similar type of skeleton, only for a convex polygon P instead of a ladder. As in [18], we compute the edge Voronoi diagram for Q, using P, at some fixed orientation &,, to define a convex distance function. We allow P to rotate, tracking the changes in the Voronoi diagram by using a third dimension and creating a cell structure in the three-dimensional space (x, y, 0). As in [21, 22] we define a skeleton of the cell-structure that preserves the structure's connectivity for the purpose of high-clearance motion. The result is an algorithm for high-clearance motion planning in the plane allowing general motion for P. For a k-sided convex object moving among polygonal obstacles with n corners and sides, the time needed to determine a path is 0(k4&(n)log n). The time bound for our high-clearance algorithm is not much worse than the time bound of O(kn&,(kn)log kn) achieved by Kedem and Sharir [16] for motion planning without high-clearance. Their algorithm dictates that, for much of the motion, the object remain in contact with the obstacles.
In practice, this type of motion can be undesirable:
small errors in the control of the motion can cause the object to crash into the obstacle, or friction can cause the object to bind.
Connections between placement and motion planning
The correspondence between the complexity analysis of placement problems and motion planning problems is well known. Under similar assumptions on the object P and on the type of motion, the complexity bounds of the algorithms for the placement problem and the motion planning problem are nearly the same.
Both bounds are based on the combinatorial complexity of the space of all the possible positions of object P in environment Q. These bounds are often determined by an analysis of critical positions. Roughly, a critical position is a position where P makes a number of contacts with the boundary of Q, this number of contacts depends on the assumptions made on P and the type of motion. See, for example, [7, 19, 161 , and Section 3 in this paper. In the following paragraphs we summarize some of the results on the relationship between critical positions, placement, and motion planning. In their paper on planning translational motion for a convex polygonal body P in a polygonal environment Q, Kedem et al. [15] prove that the number of critical positions is O(kn). Avnaim and Boissonnat [l] use this bound to find a placement for a convex polygon P in a polygonal environment in time O(kn log kn) allowing translation only. [2] present a placement algorithm where P is a nonconvex, possibly-not-connected polygon that is allowed to both translate and rotate, that runs in time 0(k3n3 log kn) and is optimal in the worst case.
The placement problems above deal with placing a polygon P of a fixed size. It is interesting to note that their corresponding motion planning algorithms dictate motions where P is, during most of its motion, in contact with the boundary of the environment.
The distinction between placing a fixed size object P versus placing the largest similar copy of P finds its parallel in planning a motion for P such that P touches the boundaries of Q versus planning a high-clearance motion for P. For instance, it is easy to see that if the polygonal environment Q is bounded then the largest disc that can be placed among the obstacles has its center on one of the vertices of the edge Voronoi diagram (see Section 2). O'Dunlaing and Yap [23] use the edge Voronoi diagram to produce a high-clearance motion planning algorithm for a disc. Note that when a disc moves with its center on the edges of the Voronoi diagram then it is 'as far as possible' from the obstacles.
Similarly, the edge Voronoi diagram built using a convex distance function determined by P can be used for both largest-copy placement and high-clearance motion provided no rotation is allowed. See [6, 11,181. The remainder of this paper is divided into three sections. In Section 2 we define the edge Voronoi diagram and its dual the edge Delaunay triangulation using P as a distance function. In Section 3 we analyze and bound the number of changes the edge Delaunay triangulation undergoes as P is rotated. The simple placement algorithm is outlined in Section 4, and in Section 5 we construct the Voronoi cell-complex in the space (x, y, 0) and provide an algorithm that builds the skeleton of the cell-complex.
We prove that for any motion of P in (x, y, 0) space there is a motion on the skeleton that has the same or better clearance, and present an algorithm that plans the motion using the skeleton. Section 6 contains a discussion and some concluding remarks. The EVD has the empty circle property: two sources share a Voronoi boundary if and only if there is a circle through the two sources that does not contain any other sources (or portions of sources) in its interior.
The standard EVD is an appropriate structure for questions involving circles and disks, but for other convex shapes, we need a somewhat different structure, one that uses an alternate concept of circle. Note that the meaning of circle depends on the distance function being used. For instance, when the distance is defined by the L, metric then a circle is a square tipped at 45 degrees; when using the L, metric (Euclidean distance), a circle is a standard circle; for a general convex distance function, a circle is a shape similar to and at the same orientation as the distance-defining convex shape. For our motion planning problem, a circle is a polygon geometrically similar to our moving convex polygon P.
We define (as in [IS] ) the convex distance function defined by P, from a point p to a point q, by Up, 4) = inf@ 14 E P + ,uP), and call it the P-distance from p to q. (Note that this distance function does not necessarily have the symmetry property, and is therefore not a metric.)
Intuitively, dp(p, q) is how much one should expand (or contract) P, when its center c is on p, so that the expanded P just touches q. The EVD defined by P-distance subdivides the plane into regions with boundaries consisting of polygonal lines; see Fig. 2 . Each polygonal boundary line that connects two adjacent EVD vertices is a bisector equidistant (P-distance) from two sources. The EVD boundaries are one-dimensional when the sources and P are in general position. Sources are rtot in general position if, for example, a side of P is parallel to the line connecting two point sources. In this case a bisector can include areas. In Fig.  3 the shaded triangles are portions of two-dimensional bisectors, and are actually the loci of centers such that P touches the two obstacles (i.e., each point in the shaded triangle is equidistant from the two obstacles).
Since in the following sections we allow P to rotate, general position of P cannot be assumed, hence our EVD may contain bisector areas.
We distinguish between two types of vertices that occur in the EVD: Voronoi vertices that are intersections of three or more bisectors, and bisector vertices. Bisector vertices are places where the polygonal bisector changes slope. Note that: l A point p is on a bisector iff there is an empty circle (in the shape of reflected P, the distance-defining convex polygon) centered at p that touches two sources.
l A point p is a Voronoi vertex iff there is an empty circle centered at p that touches three or more sources.
l A point p is a bisector vertex iff there is an empty circle centered at p that touches two sources, one of which is a point source that is touched by a corner of the empty circle. If the number of obstacles is n and the number of corners of P is k, then the EVD can be built in O(kn log kn) time and O(kn) space; this includes O(n) space for the Voronoi vertices and O(kn) space for the descriptions of the polygonal lines that are the bisectors [ 181.
Just as the standard Delaunay triangulation is the dual of the standard Voronoi diagram, the edge Delaunay triangulation (EDT) is the dual of the EVD. The EDT has three types of generalized edges; each generalized edge is either (1) a simple edge, connecting two point sources, (2) a wedge, connecting a point source and segment source, or (3) a ledge, connecting two segment sources (see Fig. 4 ). Intuitively, a wedge consists of an infinite number of line segments connecting the point source to the segment source, one line segment for each empty circle that goes through the point source and is tangent to the segment source. In the same intuitive sense, a ledge consists of infinitely many parallel segments connecting the two segment sources, one for each empty circle tangent to both sources.
The result is a planar graph consisting of source points, source line segments, generalized edges and empty triangles, which we call the EDT. Wedges are triangles and ledges are trapezoids or degenerate trapezoids; thus, an EDT is actually not a true triangulation.
Note. One way to understand the EDT is to consider replacing each line segment source with a large set of points and then computing the standard Delaunay triangulation.
Increase the number of points and let the spaces between the points on each line segment approach zero. Dense groups of edges can be represented by a triangle or a trapezoid. These are the wedges and the ledges.
The EDT can be constructed by first building the EVD and then tracing the 
Reported and unreported edges in the EDT
In what follows 9 will denote a homothetic copy of P (clearly there is a one to one correspondence between the labeling of the vertices and edges of P and 9). We start with some notations and definitions.
Let QH be a corner of Q, and place ?? in Q such that one corner of 9, say PH, touches QH. We call the pair (QH, P,) the hinged corner H. We define a contact pair C to be the pair (A, B) where A E Q is a side or corner of Q and B E 9 is a corner or side of 9 respectively. A contact pair (A, B) is a side contact pair if A is a side of Q and B is a corner of 9, and a point contact pair if A is a corner of Q, and B is a side of 9 (see Fig. 5 ).
By the definitions in the previous Subsection, there is an EDT edge between QH and B if 9", placed at the hinged corner H and making the contact C, does not contain any source (or a portion of a source) in its interior. We call this triangulation edge a reported edge. The reported edges define only a subgraph of the EDT. The rest of the edges of the EDT are called the unreported edges (see Fig. 6 ). In Fig. 6 the edge st is an EDT edge since there is a circle in the shape of 9, passing through s and t that does not contain any of the other sources. However, this edge is an unreported edge since P cannot be positioned so that a corner of B is on s and so that contact is maintained with t, while 9 is empty of other sources; or vice versa.
We turn to establishing a connection between the reported edges and the unreported edges. We initially restrict ourselves to the special case in which the environment Q consists only of points (in which case the EDT is the standard Delaunay triangulation with P as the distance function).
Lemma 1. If Q consists only of points then every EDT edge is either a reported
edge or a diagonal in a convex I-gon, 1 G k, whose sides are reported edges of the EDT.
Proof. Let s, t E Q be the ends of an arbitrary EDT edge (see Fig. 6 ). By the definition of EDT there is an empty circle in the shape of 9 that touches points s and t making contacts C,Y and C,, respectively. In an attempt to bring 9 to a position where a corner of B touches either s or t we slide 9 maintaining contacts C, and C,, while contracting or expanding P as necessary.
If we get to a position where a corner of P touches s or t, then, by definition, st is a reported edge and we are done. If we do not succeed in touching a corner of 9 to either s or t then there must be points in both translational directions that stop P (i.e., some side of 27' touches a stopping point r E Q creating contact C,). For each such stopping point, there are now two new pairs of contacts, C, and C,., and C, and C,. We continue the process with each of these new pairs. The process terminates when we reach contacts along adjacent sides of 9'. In this case 9' can always be translated and shrunk while maintaining the contacts to show that the corresponding edge is a reported edge of EDT. Thus we get at most k stopping points corresponding to a convex polygon of size at most k that consists entirely of reported edges of EDT. 0
The following lemma applies to the general case in which the environment Q consists of points and line segments.
Lemma 2. Let Q consist of points and line segments and let P be a convex k-gon ; then every EDT edge is either a reported edge or a diagonal in a convex I-gon, 1 c 3k, whose sides are either reported EDT edges or portions of source edges. Proof. Let S, c E Q be the ends of an arbitrary EDT edge. (In this case s and t can be either source points or portions of source edges.) As before there is an empty circle (in the shape of 9") with contacts C, and C, (see Fig. 7 ).
We try to bring 9 to a position where it makes a hinged corner (with s or with t, if they are point sources, and with an endpoint of s or of t if they are source segments) by sliding 9 while maintaining contacts C, and C,, expanding or contracting 9' as necessary. We argue that either edge st is reported or the sliding of 9 is stopped. A stop can be either a point r E Q that stops a side of 9, or an edge r E Q that stops a corner of 9. As in Lemma 1 we continue the process with the two new pairs of contacts. If two contacts are adjacent (on 9) then they must correspond to a reported edge, since 9" can be translated and shrunk while maintaining these contacts, creating a hinge. The number of Q-edges that can stop vertices of 9 is bounded by k, and the number of Q-points that can stop sides of P is also bounded by k. Each Q-edge can contribute an additional EDT edge, which is a subsegment of the Q-edge. Therefore 1 d 3k. (see Fig. 8 for the reported and unreported edges derived from the example in Fig. 7.) 0
Remark. Note that (1) a reported edge may sometimes be wedge, and that (2) 
Analysis for changing 8
In Section 2 we dealt with the EDT based on a convex polygon P at some given orientation 8. We showed that correspondence between the reported triangulation edges of EDT and the unreported edges of the triangulation. In this section we bound the number of reported and unreported EDT edges over all 8 E [0, 27r).
First we define a tool which will help us in estimating this number.
Expansion functions and the EDT
We assume there is a reference point c and a reference vector cd in P, such that As in the previous section, let us denote by LP@ any homothet of PO; let the pair (QH, P,) be the hinged corner H and let C = (A, B) be a contact pair. We define an expansion function E,,( 0) to be the minimal expansion factor of PO so that 9" is hinged at H and touches A. 
where C, is a side contact pair, C2 is a point contact pair, and ci, i = 1, . . . , 4 are constants that depend on the geometry of P and Q at the hinged corner and at the contact pair (see Appendix A). The domain of definition of E,, is an angular interval of length less than JC.
The lower envelope for one hinged corner H is defined as the pointwise minimum of all the expansion functions hinged at H: Proof. It is easy to see that if both E n,-, and E,,, involve point contact pairs, or if both involve side contact pairs, then they intersect in at most one point in an interval shorter than x. This is because a trigonometric equation of the type c1 cos(8 + c2) = cs cos( 8 + cd) has one solution in an interval shorter than JC. On the other hand the trigonometric equation Proof. Although pairs of expansion functions can intersect four times (thus implying the number of breakpoints on the lower envelope is O(A,(kn))), we can divide the set of expansion functions into the two families: one containing all the expansion functions which involve point contact pairs, and the other all the expansion functions that involve side contact pairs.
For one family each pair of expansion functions can intersect at most three times, it follows from the definition of il (see, for instance, [4, 3, 201) that the number of breakpoints on the lower envelope for this family is O (A,(kn) ). Applying the 'Combination Lemma' [13] to get the lower envelope of the two families of functions, yields that the total number of breakpoints on YH is also OMkn)).
(Th us improving the result of O(h,(kn)) that we presented in [9] .) 0
Hence, over all possible hinges, the number of lower-envelope breakpoints is O(kn&(kn)).
The number of changes in EDT
As 0 changes, EDT, changes. There are two possible changes to the EDT. There is a change to the labeling of an existing triangulation edge. A change to the labeling of an existing edge occurs when a different element of GP@ touches the same source element-this causes a change to one of the contact pairs but not necessarily a change to the triangulation.
We use the term combinatorial changes to the EDT to refer to both of these types of changes. We define a critical orientation as an orientation at which the combinatorial representation of the EDT changes. Clearly the orientations where the breakpoints occur on the lower envelopes of the expansion functions are critical orientations; they account for all the changes in the reported edges of EDT0 over 8 E [0, 2~c) . From the previous section, the number of changes in the reported edges is O(knA,(kn)).
We prove that the total number of combinatorial changes in the EDT, involving both reported and unreported edges, is bounded by a constant that depends on k, times the number of changes in the reported edges. We start by considering bounds when the environment Q consists only of points. First, note that when P is a triangle (k = 3), there are no unreported edges. All edges are reported. When P has four or more sides, we build a new polygon by choosing four sides of P, then taking their convex hull to create P'. P' is at most an 8-gon. Since we are assuming that Q consists only of points, the reported edges of the EDT for P' form cells of size at most 8, by Lemma 1. Over all 8 there are 0(&(n)) different cells, since there are that many changes in the reported edges. Note that k does not appear since, for P', k is a constant less than or equal to 8. Now consider flips that take place within a cell. Any such flip involves four sides of P', with at most two flips for a single group of four sides (see Appendix B). There are at most (i) such groups; thus, within a cell there are at most a constant number of changes. So there are O(n&(n)) critical orientations of the EDT for P'. This bound holds for each possible P' created by choosing four sides of P. Now observe that for our original P, a critical orientation involves four sides of P and must therefore be a critical orientation for some version of P', the version that uses those same four sides. Thus, the number of critical orientations for P is bounded by the number of critical orientations for P' times ($), the number of ways P' can be chosen. This proves the following theorem.
Theorem

5.
For Q consisting only of points, the total number of critical orientations of the EDT is O(k4nd3(n)).
In the general case, in which the environment Q consists of points and line segments, a flip within a cell involves four contact pairs, where each contact is either a point contact pair or a side contact pair. For each possible set of four elements (sides or corners) of P, we construct P' an (up to) 8-gon by forming their convex hull. Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for a point environment.
The main difference is that there are up to (7) possible ways to choose P'. 0 4. Placing the largest similar copy of P Once we have the bound on the number of orientations where the EDT changes, we can use it to bound the complexity of a placement algorithm. The algorithm that we develop is fairly straightforward, although it involves some constant-time subproblems that can be tedious to solve. We construct a representation for all the different triangulations as P rotates. We start by creating an initial edge Delaunay triangulation of the polygonal environment, using a distance function based on the convex polygon P at some fixed orientation 6.
For each generalized edge in the triangulation, we determine at which angle 8 this edge will cease to be valid due to interaction with its immediate neighbors. This can be determined by checking the triangulation objects (triangular faces, generalized edges) directly adjacent to the edge. We place all the generalized edges in a priority queue, ordered by the angle 8 at which they are to be eliminated.
At each succeeding stage of the algorithm, we determine which generalized edge will be the next to disappear as 0 increases. We then eliminate that edge from the Delaunay triangulation, add the appropriate new edge, and update the priority queue information for the new edge and its neighbors. Note that a new edge can change the priority for its neighbors.
As we update the triangulation, we determine, for each triangulation object, the range of 8 where it exists. With this information we can determine, in constant time, the maximum size of P, for the given range of 8, that can be placed in contact with the three obstacles that induced this object. As triangulation objects are processed we remember the placement for the largest size of B so far. Thus, by the end of the algorithm, we have the required placement and orientation of the largest similar copy of P.
It is easy to see that the time for this algorithm is bounded by a constant times
[the number of edges eliminated as 8 changes] times [the time to do a priority queue operation].
We have shown that the number of edge changes as P is rotated is 0(k4nA3(n)). A priority queue can be implemented to run in time O (logm) per operation where m is the maximum number of items in the queue. Since there are never more than O(n) edges in the queue at any one time, each priority queue operation takes time O(logn). Therefore, the overall time of the algorithm is 0(k4nA3(n)log n).
High-clearance motion planning for P
For the motion planning problem we work on the EVD, the dual of the EDT.
We label each Voronoi edge by the sources that generate the edge and its endpoints.
As for the EDT, a combinatorial change to the EVD is a change to the labeling of one (or more) Voronoi edges as P rotates.
If we plot the changing Voronoi diagram in (x, y, 0) space, we get a collection of cells in 3-space. Using this Voronoi cell-complex, we construct a skeleton, a graph that contains all the information necessary to do high-clearance motion planning. This skeleton includes all the edges of the cell-complex plus some additional edges. The analysis of the previous section is used to give a bound on the combinatorial complexity (the number of faces) of the Voronoi cell-complex. We show that the number of additional edges does not exceed a constant times the number of faces in the cell-complex. Moreover, we show that there is a path for P in the plane (allowing both translation and rotation) if and only if there is a path on the skeleton, and that the path on the skeleton has at least as much clearance as the path in the plane.
In outline, the skeleton is built using the following steps: To start, we choose an arbitrary initial orientation 8 and compute the Voronoi diagram for the set of obstacles Q using a distance function determined by the object P at angle 8. Since the Voronoi diagram for a fixed 8 is not large, we can use a simple priority queue scheme to keep track of the combinatorial changes in the Voronoi diagram as 0 changes. As changes in the Voronoi diagram are computed, the skeleton can be built on the fly. To plan motion using the skeleton, we first trim the skeleton by deleting any edges where the clearance is too small (the definition of 'too small' depends on the amount of clearance the user desires). The final path for P consists of three parts: a beginning portion to take P from its initial position to the skeleton, a middle portion where depth-first-search is used to find a path on the edges of the skeleton, and an end portion taking P from the skeleton to its final position.
Note that a single skeleton, computed as outlined above, can be used to plan high-clearance motion for any object that is similar to P. In other words, if you had a large square robot and a small square robot, you could compute one skeleton to do motion planning for both robots. Of course, for the large robot, more edges of the skeleton would have clearance considered 'to small'.
The Voronoi cell+zomplex
We describe how to extend EVDH to a Voronoi cell-complex, valid for every orientation 8 of P. We also show that there is a path for P in the plane (allowing both translation and rotation) iff there is a path on the surface of the cell-complex.
To do this, we impose an additional condition: that the space that contains the obstacles is bounded. This is no real loss of generality since, given a set of obstacles, we can always build a box around the obstacles that is large enough so that no reasonable paths are disturbed. When the length of the Voronoi edge diminishes to zero two of the edges of the cell-complex meet and generate a vertex of the cell-complex. An abrupt change can occur only in the sleeve around a point source; this happens whenever we reach a value of 0 for which there exists a bisector area (i.e., the sources and P are not in general position).
Consider
Thus, the sleeve around a point source can include a flat horizontal area (taking 0 as vertical) called a shelf.
To help the reader visualize the Voronoi cell-complex, we provide some examples.
In Fig. 9 we show a topological change in the EVD that occurs at orientation 13. Assume A, B, C and D are the obstacles (for the sake of simplicity we assume the obstacles are points). At 8 the four EVDe edges ab, bc, ad and cd meet at vertex X. The edge bd in EVD,+, disappears as 0 increases while edge UC emerges in EVDB+,. edges ab, bc, ad and cd sweep faces in the cell-complex. Since bd diminishes to length zero, the cell-complex face that is swept by bd ends at orientation 8 when the endpoints of bd meet at the cell complex vertex X. At this point the new Voronoi edge ac starts sweeping a face in the cell-complex. Fig. 10 shows the changes in EVD, when there is a shelf. The Voronoi diagram is represented by solid lines; the dashed lines represent P; the shelf is the shaded triangle. The shelf occurs because, at orientation 8, one side of P is parallel to the line through a and b.
It is clear that the number of vertices and edges in the cell-complex is bounded Fig. 9 . Changes in the EVD.
EVD@_, EVDB EVDe+c
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EVDo+, Fig. 10 . A bisector area that causes a shelf.
by a constant times the number of combinatorial changes that occur in the EVD as P is rotated.
The following theorem provides a bound on the number of combinatorial changes that the EVD undergoes as P is rotated.
Theorem 7. Given a convex polygon P with k sides, and given a set Q of n sources (line segments and points); EVDH for Q using a distance function derived from P at orientation 0 changes 0(k4nA,(n)) times as 8 goes from 0 to 27~.
Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of the bound proved in Theorem 6 on the number of combinatorial changes in the EDT. The shelves contribute to this bound an additive factor of O(k2n2). 0
At this point, our goal is to show how a path for P in the plane corresponds to a path for a point on the surface of the cell-complex.
First, note that there is a simple correspondence between a motion (translation and rotation) of P in the plane and motion of a single point (corresponding to the center c of P) in (x, Y, 0) space.
Lemma 8. For every non-colliding motion of (fixed size) P in the plane there is a motion of c, the center of P, in (x, y, 6)) space that is at least at distance 1 from each obstacle.
Proof. Since distance is defined in terms of P this lemma is a simple consequence of the definitions. 0
Next we want to show how a path for a point in (x, y, 0) space is projected away from the sources to a path on the surface of the cell-complex.
At an intuitive level, we think of the obstacles as light-sources; the original path corresponds to a wire in 3-space and the path on the surface of the cell-complex corresponds to the wire's shadow. If p = (x, y, t3) is a point on the original path then its shadow on the surface of the cell-complex has the same value of 8; call this shadow s(p). Given EVD,, and a point p in some region R of EVDH, the corresponding shadow s(p) can be found using technique was used by Leven and Sharir [18] ).
the following steps (a similar Let r be the source in region R and let 4 be the point of r that is closest to p.
(Of course, if r is a point-source then q = r.) Note that 'closest' here means 'closest using the PO distance'. In other words, we take a small copy of PO, place its center at p and expand it until it touches r; q is the point at which it touches r. Draw a ray from q through p. The shadow s(p) is defined to be the point at which this ray intersects the boundary of R (see Fig. 11 ).
The shadow projection technique outlined above produces a continuous path on the surface of the cell-complex except for shelves. For a shelf the projected path is likely to end on one side of the shelf and start up again on another side. We need to connect the two sides. We do this by using the shadow projection again: we add the shadow cast on the surface of the shelf (Fig. 12a) . If the original path penetrates a shelf then we get two shadows, one for each of the two sources for which the shelf is a bisector (Fig. 12b) . In any case, a shelf does not disturb the connectedness of the shadow path. The one remaining problem is to get from the initial (respectively final) position of P to the surface of the cell-complex. Given a, the initial position of P, where a is not necessarily on the surface of the cell-complex, we get to the surface by connecting a and the shadow of a, s(a). We do the same for the final position of P.
Lemma 9.
If there is a noncolliding a-to-b motion for P among polygonal obstacles in a bounded space then there exists a noncolliding a-to-b path for P which, except for its starting and ending segments, is entirely on the surface of the cell-complex. Furthermore, the new path has at least as much clearance as the original path.
Proof. Given a noncolliding u-to-b motion for P we use the shadow-projection technique described above to construct a new path with the necessary properties. If we ignore shelves then we claim that the projected path is continuous. This follows from the fact that a Voronoi region for a convex distance function is star-shaped with respect to its source (see [18] or [6] ) and from the assumption that the original path is a noncolliding path and thus cannot penetrate a source. The fact that the obstacle space is bounded, assures us that each point of the original path is projected to a point on the surface of the cell-complex. Shelves and the beginning and ending of the path are handled by introducing new segments as described above, producing a continuous path from a to b.
To see that the new path has just as much clearance as the given path, note that each point on the new path is derived from a point on the original path by moving away from the closest source. This will increase clearance as long as we don't get too close to some other source; this might in principle occur if, for instance, one of the added segments intersects the Voronoi region for a different source. For the segments we add, this problem cannot occur since the Voronoi regions are star-shaped with respect to their sources. This holds even for the segments added within shelves, since a shelf, as part of a bisector between two sources, can be considered as belonging to the Voronoi region of either of these two sources without affecting the star-shapedness of Voronoi regions. 0
The skeleton
Our next step is to construct a graph, called the skeleton of the Voronoi cell-complex, that contains all the information necessary for high-clearance motion planning. The skeleton includes all the edges and vertices of the Voronoi cell-complex plus a modest number of additional edges and vertices. Our goal is to show that for any path on the surface of the cell-complex there is a path on the skeleton that has just as much clearance. Recall that the cell-complex is generated by EVDe as 8 changes. Thus, the edges of the cell-complex are swept out by the vertices of EVD@, both bisector vertices and Voronoi vertices plus the boundaries of the shelves. Vertices of the cell-complex occur at values of 19 where a Voronoi edge diminishes to zero, or at vertices of the shelves. The initial skeleton consists entirely of these edges and vertices.
We start the process of creating additional skeleton edges by dividing the surface of the Voronoi cell-complex into faces. Intuitively, a face is a surface that is generated by a single edge of EVD, (an edge of EVDe connects either two bisectors vertices, or two Voronoi vertices, or one of each). A face begins or ends when its generating edge begins or ends. Note that an edge ceases to exist when its length goes to zero. We add edges to the skeleton in the following manner: for each vertex X in the cell-complex (assume it occurred at orientation &,) we add all the (up to four)
Voronoi edges adjacent to X in EVDe, to the skeleton. These extra edges leave us with the entire surface of the Voronoi cell-complex divided into regions that are either faces or shelves. The boundaries of a face that are generated by either a Voronoi vertex or a bisector vertex are 'vertical' (again taking the 8 direction as 'up') and are referred to as the vertical sides of a face, to distinguish these sides from the horizontal edges due to shelves and endpoint changes. One useful property of the faces is that within a given face, locations of high and low clearance are nicely behaved. Note that, by our definition of a Voronoi edge, each edge on EVDH corresponds to two fixed contact pairs, hence (for a fixed 0) the edge has maximum clearance at one end and minimum clearance at the other. This observation leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Each face of the Voronoi cell-complex has maximal clearance along one vertical side and minimal clearance along the other, except for faces where the maximal and minimal clearance switch sides at most once.
Proof. For a fixed 8 one can draw the Voronoi edge between two sources by putting the polygon P so that it touches the sources, then letting the polygon expand (and contract), maintaining the same contacts, and drawing the path that its center, c, is following. As 8 changes, and as long as these contacts can be maintained, the sides at which maximal and minimal clearance are achieved cannot change if the sources are both point sources or both line segment sources.
When one source is a point source and the other is a line source, then as 8 changes the side of P that is in contact with the point source can become parallel to the line source, in which case the maximal and minimal clearance on the Voronoi edge switch sides. 0
Since we want high-clearance paths, our favorite location on a given face should be the edge with maximal clearance. Since, according to the previous lemma, this edge may switch sides from one vertical side of the face to the other, we need a way to get from one vertical edge to the other. In other words, we need to add one edge to the skeleton for each face that switches its max-and min-sides.
For each such face we add a new horizontal edge at the value of 8 where the switch occurs.
Consider what happens to a path on the surface of the cell-complex; in particular, what happens to a portion of a path that crosses a single face (see Fig.  13 ). Intuitively, we want to push the path away from the min-side of the face onto the max-side of the face. This seems to work fine except where the path first enters the face; this entry point gets 'stretched' into a horizontal line across the face. We can't possibly include the infinite set of all such horizontal edges in our skeleton, so we need some smaller set of edges that can be used to travel across a face.
This problem is resolved by observing that when a path first enters the min-side of a face, we can move anywhere we want along the min-side as long as we do not decrease clearance. In other words, we can move from our entry point to a local maximum of the min-side. These local maxima are where we add new horizontal edges called bridges. Thus, for each face of the cell-complex and for each local maximum along that face's min-side, we add to the skeleton a bridge that goes Fig. 13 . Path-to-max-side projection. across the face at the local maximum.
To see how this works, consider again a portion of a path across a face (see Fig. 14) . If the path enters the min-side of the face, we extend the path by moving along the min-side in the direction of increasing clearance until we hit a local maximum (or we hit the end of the face), then we cross the face along the bridge to the max-side of the face, and proceed along this side. The result is a path that travels entirely along the two sides of the face except for some horizontal portions (the dashed line in Fig. 14) due to either a bridge or a switch of max-and min-sides.
Our strategy of pushing the path toward the max-side will work as long as we do not have to add too many of these bridges. The following lemma shows that only a few bridges are needed per face. This has at most one max in a range of size n. If one obstacle is a line segment and the other two are points then the formula for ~(6)) is more difficult. For fixed-size P, it can be shown that if two sides remain in contact with point obstacles then each corner of P must trace out a limacon (r = A + B sin 0).
This information can be used to show that if the contacted obstacles are two points and a line, there is at most one maximum and at most two minima for ~(6). The remaining contact types are duals of these first two cases (i.e., take P as fixed and consider rotating and scaling the set of obstacles). For these (a) (hl formulas. Looking at all these types of contacts we see there are at most two local maxima, three if we include maxima at endpoints. 0
We also need to be able to handle paths on a shelf. Fortunately, shelves are easier than faces; all we need to include for a shelf is the set of edges that describe its boundary.
Observe that a shelf is built of an infinite set of parallel lines where each such line is a line of constant clearance (see Fig. 15a ). Clearance changes monotonically as we move in the direction perpendicular to these lines. For any path that crosses a shelf, we travel along the boundary from the entry point to the exit point, starting in the direction of increasing clearance (Fig. 15b) .
In summary, the skeleton is constructed by including the following edges for each face of the cell-complex. In addition, the skeleton includes the boundaries of all shelves. Now that the skeleton has been defined, we can show how it can be used for high-clearance paths.
Lemma 12.
If there is an a-to-b path on the surface of the cell-complex then there exists an a-to-b path which, except for starting and ending segments, is entirely on the edges of the skeleton. Furthermore, the new path has at least as much clearance as the original path.
Proof. We again use a projection technique. The bridges allow any path that crosses a face to be projected toward the max-side of the face, increasing clearance. Note that the point at which a path enters a face and the point at which a path exits a face are unchanged by this projection process; thus, the individual projected paths for the faces can be pasted together to make a continuous path. Any path that crosses a shelf can use the boundary instead, leaving entry and exit points unchanged. Starting and ending segments are also handled using the projection technique. If we start on a face, we simply add a horizontal segment from the starting point to the max-side of the face. If we start on a shelf, we add a horizontal edge perpendicular to the lines of constant clearance that make up the shelf, and in the direction of increasing clearance. Once we reach the boundary of the shelf, we can follow the boundary to the point where the original path exits the shelf. Ending segments are handled just like starting segments.
An examination of these path-changing techniques shows that each technique increases clearance. Thus, the new path has at least as much clearance as the old path. Cl Combining this result with the lemma at the end of the preceding subsection, we get the following theorem. Theorem W. If there is a noncolliding a-to-b path for P among polygonal obstacles in a bounded space then there exists a noncolliding a-to-b path for the center of P which, except for two starting segments and two ending segments, is entirely on the edges of the skeleton. Furthermore, the new path has at least as much clearance as the original path.
Algorithmic details
The above theorem can be used to develop an algorithm for high-clearance motion planning. We assume that P is a convex polygon for which we wish to plan a high-clearance path among polygonal obstacles. The algorithm consists of the steps outlined below.
1. Build the cell-complex for P and the obstacles. This requires a number of substeps:
l First, we build the EVD (edge Voronoi diagram) of the obstacles for some arbitrary initial orientation of P.
l Each bisector of the EVD is placed in a priority queue with priority equal to the orientation at which it will disappear due to interactions with its immediate neighbors. The structure of the EVD is topologically unchanging except at orientations (events) where a bisector disappears. 2. Build the skeleton. We add the necessary edges to the edges of the cell-complex.
In practice, the skeleton can be built on the fly during step one;
building the entire cell-complex is unnecessary, although it makes it easier to understand the algorithm.
3. Mark the edges of the skeleton where the clearance is 'too small'. This is done by calculating the minimum clearance for each edge; then we mark edges that have clearance of less than some number of units chosen by the user. (Recall that distances are measured using the P distance function; thus, a clearance of one unit corresponds to P just touching an obstacle.) These 'too small' edges are not used for determining a path, although portions of such edges might be used at the start or the end of a path. 4. Compute the path. For the starting and ending positions, we compute segments that get us first to the surface of the cell-complex and then to the skeleton. Once on the skeleton, we can use any of a number of techniques (for instance, depth-first-search) to find the rest of the path.
The running time of the above algorithm is dominated by the time it takes to handle the cell-complex.
Since the cell-complex is built using a priority queue, the time bound is the size of the cell-complex multiplied by the time it takes for a queue operation.
The cell-complex is of size O(k4nA,(n)) by Theorem 7. The priority queue contains at most O(n) items at any one orientation (there are O(n) bisectors in a Voronoi diagram for 12 sources); thus, using any of a number of standard implementations, each queue operation takes time O(log n). It follows that the cell-complex can be built in time O(k4n&(n)logn). The remainder of the algorithm takes time proportional to the cell-complex size or O(k4nA,(n)). For step 2 of the algorithm, we have to analyze each face of the cell-complex and add at most a constant number of edges per face. In step 3, we check each edge of the skeleton, taking time proportional to the size of the cell-complex. For step 4, we have to do a search on the skeleton, a graph of size O(k4&(n)). The total running time is thus O(k4nA,(n)logn) where k is the number of vertices of P and IZ is the number of vertices and edges among the obstacles.
Conclusions and further research
We have developed a bound on the number of changes that can occur in an edge Delaunay triangulation as its distance-defining convex polygon is rotated.
The bound we have developed implies that a relatively straightforward algorithm for finding all the different EDTs runs in time 0(k4n&(n)logn) where k is the number of sides and vertices of the distance-defining convex polygon and n is the total number of corners and edges of the polygonal environment.
Note that the algorithm itself is very simple compared to the tools used to develop this bound.
The algorithm for determining all the changes in the EDT is used as a base algorithm for solving two problems: the problem of placing the largest similar copy of a convex polygon P among polygonal obstacles and the problem of high-clearance motion planning for P among such obstacles. The algorithm for the former problem is straightforward, the latter is more involved and requires constructing a complicated graph representation of the configuration space (the skeleton). Both problems can be solved in time O(k4nA,(n)log n). The motions produced by our motion planning algorithm deserve some comment.
In (x, y, 19) space, motion along a horizontal skeleton edge (along a bridge, for instance) is simply translation, but motion along a vertical skeleton edge is more complex, consisting of simultaneous translation and rotation. This is because the vertical skeleton edges are not, for the most part, exactly vertical; these edges are generated by Voronoi vertices which translate somewhat as P is rotated.
In practice, in order to communicate the appropriate steps to a real robot, it may be necessary to describe the path by using a set of discrete points along the true path, with the robot interpolating the path between the points. There is some error inherent in this method, but since our paths are highclearance paths, collisions should rarely occur. This problem of discretizing complex motions appears in all motion planning algorithms that allow both translation and rotation. Algorithms that do not produce high-clearance paths are likely to suffer collisions, since the motions produced are usually performed while in contact with one or more obstacles.
The reader should note that the clearance discussed in this paper does not exactly correspond to the usual intuitive notion of clearance. Our clearance is measured using the convex distance function based on P, the object to be moved. For instance if P is a rectangle (see Fig. 16 ) and we ask for unit clearance around the edges of P then the clearance at the sides looks like half the width of P and the clearance at the top and bottom looks like half the height of P.
Instead of creating just a high-clearance path, we can create a maximal clearance path by building a particular spanning tree of the skeleton. The most straightforward way to do this is to sort the edges of the skeleton based on their clearance, highest clearance first. We then build a tree by adding edges one at a time, skipping any edges that create a loop in our prospective tree. A path on this tree has the highest possible clearance. Note however, that, as mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the clearance of the resulting maximal clearance path does not correspond to the usual intuitive notion of clearance.
We suspect that too many factors of k appear in our time bound for motion planning. It seems likely that the correct time bound is O(kn&(kn)log n).
Appendii A: Computing expansion functions
The expansion functions EHC,, EHCz, from Subsection 3.1, are computed below. For simplicity we develop formulas for the expansion functions of a triangle.
Let C1 = (c, U) be a side contact pair (see Fig. 17 ) such that c is a side in Q and U is the corner of 69' that contacts c. Let H be the hinged corner. This hinged corner consists of a pair of corners, QH E Q and PH E 9. Let h be the (fixed) distance between c and QH. Let 1 be the length of the side of P? whose endpoints are U and PH. l(e)=h cos(8)'
The size of 9' is proportional to I and we measure 8 from a reference line which is off from h by some angle c2; thus the expansion function is E"C,(@ = c1 c0s( 8 + c2). Let C2 = (C, u) be a point contact pair, where C is now a corner of Q and u is the side of 6!? touching C, and let H be the hinged corner as above. Denote by d the distance between C and H. Denote by I the length of the side of 9 (see Fig.  17 ) incident to PH, and let $ be the angle in 9 as drawn. Distance d is fixed and so is $. Let 0 be the angle between d and 1. The size of 1 (hence the size of 9) changes as 8 changes according to the sine law formula The same formulas hold when P is not a triangle. For each type of contact 1 can be replaced by a diagonal of 9. Note what happens as we rotate each side of C?' about its contact point by ACT. For each of our four triangles, the angle cr stays fixed while one of the remaining angles increases by A0 and the other decreases by de, causing the lengths, I . . . ) 14, to change, producing possibly-distorted versions of P. For the changed $lygon to be geometrically similar to our original polygon P, the ratio E,/lz must be equal to a constant (say A) determined by our initial P. Using this ratio and rewriting our expressions for 1, and 1, in terms of A6 we get an equation of the general form a sin A0 + b cos A0 + c = 0. This equation is quadratic in t = tan A0/2, hence it has either 0 or 1 or 2 solutions in the range OE[O,Jt). Note that it is possible for all expressions involving Af3 to cancel, implying there is a solution for each value of A0. This occurs, for instance, when P is a square and S, S&S, also forms a square. For our purposes, this case can be ignored since this does not correspond to a change in the Delaunay triangulation.
